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Views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those
of the HGFA nor the Editor’s. They are strictly the views of the
author/contributor.
Copyright in this publication is vested in the HGFA. Copyright
in articles and other contributions is vested in each of the authors/
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Big

K
WEEK

At the end of November each year, a large group of keen hang
glider pilots gather at Birchip in northern Victoria in the hope
of beating their PBs. Last year was no exception, with heaps of
pilots showing up and flying some huge distances.
by Dave Moore
The famous Mallee Bull in the centre of Birchip town
Photo: Neale Halsall

Floater getting ready for a tow
Photo: Richard Hughes

Crossing the border into NSW, high above the Murray
Photo: Dave Moore

I

Photo: Neale Halsall
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Low airtime pilot on tow
Photo: Richard Hughes

’ve been going along to the Big K week for the last
four years now, always had a blast, so I thought I’d
let others know about it to entice them to come
along to join in the fun this year. Big K week or ‘Big K’
isn’t a competition, or even an officially organised event,
hence you won’t see it advertised anywhere. I’m told the
Dynosoarers club used to fly there each November many
years ago, but this died off. Then a group of pilots who
used to fly at nearby Boort quite regularly watched ‘The
Worlds Fastest Indian’ on a dud flying day which inspired
them to start a ‘do your best’ hang gliding week – this
morphed into ‘K week’ and from there into one of the
most popular Victorian hang gliding events each year.
It’s a ground towing event, so pilots organise
themselves into teams of around four (or as many as
you can fit in a car with flying gear), and take turns to
March | April 2016

drive for a day each, although some have a pre-arranged
paid driver.
Birchip is pure flatland flying, and an ideal place for
big cross-country flights. Conditions at that time of
year are very reliable, with generally big and friendly
thermals and a decent wind to push you along. There is
little airspace to worry about and the area has a good
network of roads making retrieves easy. The paddocks
are huge so towing is possible in any direction, and the
flat, large paddocks allow you to get really low and work
lift as hard as you can without having to worry about
landing options.
The flying days start with a very informal gathering
at the Ponderosa (a house in town owned by hang glider
pilots), to talk about the conditions and a possible goal
for the day, before heading out to the tow paddock; a
March | April 2016

Adam Stevens after a mega flight
Photo: Neale Halsall
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The guns planning their big flight

Photo: Richard Hughes

Col Jackson on glide in his trusty Sting
Photo: Col Jackson
Typical tow paddock activities
Photo: Neale Halsall

Some K Week 2015 Stats:

relaxed and a lot of fun and will give you a taste of
Birchip flying. This too is a very social event and the
goals are much shorter, so everyone is back in town at
a decent hour (way before 3am!), for a meal and a few
beers at the town pub (which is excellent by the way).
Big thanks to the McClellands for allowing us
use their paddocks for towing, and to the unofficial
organisers who help get the word out, and arrange for a
portable dunny for the tow paddock!

Total distance flown
5320km
Max total distance for one person
(Skypig award)
808km
Average total distance for the week 280km
Max Distance
365km
Longest flight time
7 hours

To give an idea of the kind of distances pilots of
different skill levels might expect, here are the
average distances flown:
Gun pilot
265km
‘Average Joe’ pilot
100km
Low airtime pilot
45km
20-minute drive from town. Then it’s very simple, you
find a decent tow line, set up, lay out the windsocks and
tow rope (if they aren’t still there from the previous day)
and start towing.
The paddock is usually pretty hot and dusty and not
a great place to hang around so if it’s on, people will
start towing straight away. Once you’re up – that’s it,
stay up and keep going downwind and try and follow
a road.
Last year, 2015, turned out to be another cracker
of a year, with seven out of nine days providing brilliant
flying conditions, resulting in some truly impressive

Retrieve beers!

If this sounds like it might be up your street, then
there’s the ‘Flatter than the Flatlands’ competition over
Easter soon (see Events Calendar) – which is also very

Dust devils in the tow paddock
Photo: Neale Halsall

distances from the big guns. One day in particular saw
a group of top pilots all getting anywhere between 200
and 365km!
It’s not just for the guns though; everyone is
welcome at Big K and there is always a good mix of lower
airtime and experienced pilots – it’s a great learning
environment. Every year, new pilots turn up and exceed
their expectations and all come away with new PBs and
massive smiles.
We had a couple of blown out days in the middle of
the week last year, so between beers and swimming
at the lake, a large bunch of us headed out to the
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You can get in touch via the Birchip Flatter than the
Flatlands facebook group or feel free to send me an
email <dave.moore04@gmail.com>.
Typical retrieve!
Photo: Neale Halsall

McClelland’s property, who own the tow paddock and
allow us to fly there each year, to help them remove
some trees. It was pretty amazing to see how much
difference 20 eager guys with chainsaws can make in a
few hours. We even uncovered a wedding ring that had
been lost for over 10 years.
Some people go for the whole week, which runs from
the Saturday through to the following Sunday, while
others can only make a day or two. There’s no pressure
to fly every day as it’s not a competition, so the event
has a really relaxed feel to it.

The wedding ring we found
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Photo: Neale Halsall

The big shed at the campsite came in handy for glider maintenance
on a non-flyable day
Photo: Neale Halsall

Photo: Richard Hughes

Big K 2015 team after helping remove trees on the non-flying day
Photo: Richard Hughes
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Corryong

Ikit

Dick Heffer

I have been flying for a while now and I have flown all over the place. Not as many places as
I would like, but more than just my local. I’m from Newcastle and we have some good sites
here, both coastal and inland. I’ve flow around the country and overseas, but Corryong holds
a special place in my heart.
by Dustan Hansen

W
The ‘Blue Steel’ look from Hughbert Alexander

inding the clock back a few years, it was on our way to Tasmania that we stopped at Corryong for a few
days. We camped on the Murray River at the Bringenbrong bridge outside Corryong, and flew off both
Mt Elliot and Mt Mittamatite. It was 1988. The tree slot on Mt Elliot was just that, a narrow slot in the
trees with a shallow grade. A pair of wedge-tail eagles had a nest in the bowl to the right of launch. The pre-launch
briefing discussed them at length, along with the powerlines that run from the tower through the gully. The ramp on
Mt Mittamatite was also memorable – it was bolted straight into the rock.
It was off that ramp that I climbed up to 10000ft for the very first time – high in the cool air, spiralling up
and watching the numbers climb on my old Ball vario. This was a time before GPS and mobile phones. Instead we
had a map wrapped around the basebar and dodgy
radio communications. I was only young (and some say
stupid), weighing a ‘massive’ 65kg and flying a GTR 162
– sometimes I felt like more of a passenger than the pilot
in the big air around the mountains.
So there I was, first time at 10000ft, looking down
on the mountains from above, with no idea where to go.
I picked the most distinctive feature and followed it.
The Murray River flows from the Snowy Mountains west
through the valley and into the distance. That was me,
A tired Brad Elliot
floating downwind and down stream. The river forms

Hughbert ready for launch

Gliders set up for launch
6
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All photos: Stuart Hansen

Safety committee Phil Clarkson and John Harriet
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Corryong

Ikit

All photos: Stuart Hansen

Dick Heffer on his way

Gliders on launch: Paul Bissett-Amess,
Stephen Crosby, Steve Docherty
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the border between NSW and Victoria, and every bend
in it had me moving from state to state. I eventually
landed near Jingellic and talked my crew in by radio. This
remains one of my most memorable flights.
Fast forward to 2016 and I find myself back in
Corryong again. I’ve made the trek many times over the
years and few things have changed. We still camp on
the Murray, but now it’s at the Towong bridge. A little
more shade and closer to town. The people still welcome
you with that country smile, the mountains have not
changed and the scenery is still stunning.
The launch on Mt Elliot has been upgraded over
the years. It is now longer, steeper and wider. Less of
a tree slot and much safer. I can’t remember the last

Peter Hansen on nose wire for Dustan Hansen

time someone put it in the trees on launch. The Mt
Mittamatite ramp was burnt out in a bush fire years ago.
A few pilots did a little maintenance this season and got
it flyable again.
I guess the reason I love going back to Corryong is
for the things that haven’t changed – the scenery, the
big air and the people. The big mountain launch sitting
high above the dairy farming land below. The Murray
River winding through the valley. Looking east, the
Snowy Mountains form a back drop, with Mt Kosciusko
within view.
With big mountains comes big air, and Corryong
doesn’t disappoint. You can find big climbs over the
mountains and valleys, with some regularity. The
challenge is to miss the big downs between thermals
and stay aloft until the next climb. The valley winds
pose their own challenges. The complex valley patterns
influence the winds well above the mountain tops and
you can find yourself punching headwinds for most of
the day.
When I see new pilots come to Corryong and get their
highest climb, longest flight or first ever goal, they have
the same grin and excitement I experienced the first
time I came here. I keep coming back because Corryong
still gives me thrills – even 28 years later.
March | April 2016
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The PICO

Knowsley PPG Fly-In
Launch is on

Country PPG flying at its best. prepared PPG launches for every direction and an 800 m to view from the air. Perfect for some spectacular photo

F

by Andrew Shipley

or this awesome inaugral Knowsley Air Park
fly-in the preparations started early on Friday
morning with the layout of the campground,
setting up the BBQ, portable lighting system, runway
flags and windsocks.
The weather report for the weekend looked pretty
reasonable for flying most mornings and evenings so
the PICO Knowsley fly-in was expected to be a roaring
success! Plenty of laughs, flying on both Saturday and
Sunday, BBQ snags, a nice campsite in a slice of real
Aussie bush, bottler take-off areas with dedicated, pre-

north/south airstrip for larger aircraft made sure of this.
We had foot launched PPG, wheeled PPG and
aerochutes – a bit of everything.
On Saturday arvo the sky above launch looked great
with wings all over it.
Flights to the majestic Lake Eppalock were completed.
During summer months, the lake is the regularly base of
many ski boats with water skiers in tow and it’s only
a short 15-minute flight away. Flights can follow the
entire shoreline of the lake, most of it is open land giving
us the freedom to fly anywhere.
The Knowsley drag strip and clay quarry are also
within 15 minutes of launch and make for unique places

opportunities.
With the Mt Camel mountain range as the backdrop,
pilots in all types of PPG and PPC aircraft explored the
skies in every direction during the weekend.
Many thanks to Justin and Fran Shaw for letting the
PICO club use their beautiful property. Many thanks also
to all the pilots who turned up, old and new. It’s great
to see some new faces along with the excitement they
bring to the sport and the passion that the old club
members pass onto them.
Many more PICO club fly-in’s are planned for 2016, so
keep an eye on our events calendar [www.thepico.com.
au] and take some time out to come along and join in the
fun and flying. Everyone is welcome.

Justin

Setting up

All photos: Andrew Shipley

Willsy winging it
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A quad of quads
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Southend

On The South Australian Coast

The idea germinated from a casual postflying comment that we should go do some
coastal flying one day and embrace the long
distance cross-country potential of our rigs.

A

by Peter Forbes

s one who has only flown inland, the magic tales of flying for hours in
wonderful laminar air made my list of must-do paramotoring experiences.
Soon a day came when I was unceremoniously told, “We’re heading off, I
know a really good place to fly and the dates are booked in.”
All the chips fell into place nicely:
➲➲ A private property had been organised to fly from with launches facing in every
direction, making take off and landing hassle free.
➲➲ The ultimate XC Machine combination of the Polini 190 Light with 14 litres of fuel to
burn under the super efficient Paramania cross-country inspired GTX.
➲➲ A motor with the power and endurance to handle anything you asked of it and a
wing that inspires the confidence to let the trimmers out and punch through the

Getting picked up from the beach
12
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rough patches when you have been a tad over-engrossed in the flying and gone a
bit further than was probably ideal.
Being able to drive on the beaches to retrieve any pilot who ran out of fuel and had
to outland was a definite plus and even the weather cooperated perfectly: light wind
in the mornings and evenings with enough breeze during the day for some free flying
from spots we had first scouted out using the paramotors.
Once we were in the air, the six-hour drive was well worth the travel and quickly
forgotten. I have heard from several mates who ride their motorbikes up and down
the sand dunes in the area, but I underestimated the scale of these dunes. Truly a
memorable moment cruising in and around towering sand dunes!
We headed out to experience coastal flying and we were not disappointed. We
now have a list of places we are planning to explore, both coastal and inland. A very
memorable and inspiring week of flying!

Very easy to land after running out of fuel
March | April 2016
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Acquiring
Fine Motor Skills
The PICO Club Column [www.thepico.com.au]

#8: Motor Torque…
…and other unwelcome effects.
by Jos Weemaes

H

ave you ever found that turning a powered
paraglider during take-off in one direction is
easier than in the other direction? Most of us
who fly paramotors recognise this, but what creates this
tendency to turn in a specific direction?
Quite a few years ago, Mr Newton explained that ‘for
every action there is an opposite and equal reaction’, and
he was not talking about certain manufacturer’s wings
here, he was observing things in nature.

Let’s have a look at a paramotor with a direct drive,
no gearbox, no drive belt, looking from the back of the
cage to the front where the harness is mounted.
From this view, most engines turn the shaft anticlockwise. Now imagine that you clamp the shaft in the
workbench vice and run it – the engine (and the cage)
would now start rotating in the opposite direction (don’t
actually try this at home!).

As the rotating shaft encounters resistance, the
motor wants to rotate in the opposite direction with
the same force. So Newton was right. This effect on the
motor is called motor ‘torque’.
Then we fit a prop to this shaft. The prop, on this
direct driven paramotor, encounters air resistance as it
needs to cut through the air like a screw through timber.
The resistance the prop encounters in the air wants to
rotate the engine in the opposite direction. Since the
motor is firmly attached to the cage, the motor and cage
want to rotate and spin you in the opposite direction
– but this is not possible because you, the beefy pilot,
sits firmly in the harness. Your weight and the weight
of the cage attached to the glider will prevent you from
rotating, but you will slightly tilt to counteract this force
as it wants to rotate you.
Imagine you are flying with this direct drive powerful
engine, the shaft of the engine rotating anti-clockwise,
and you rev it up – the frame and you sitting in the
harness want to counteract the resistance that the prop
encounters and therefore the frame tilts clockwise and
you tilt to the right if observed from behind.
This tilting of the frame to the right will push your
left riser arm up and your right riser arm down – there
you go: Revving will turn you to the right. Let go of
the throttle and you fly straight ahead – that’s if your
trimmers are set properly.
You will find that during take-off and full power you
can turn much easier to the right than to the left.
Things get slightly more complicated when a
(reduction) belt drive is added. With a belt drive, the
prop rotates in the same direction as the shaft. There
are now two points of rotation: one is around the shaft
of the engine and one is around the prop hub. Both
together have to overcome the friction created by the
rotating prop.
The engine shaft is now positioned away from the
prop hub – imagine the motor hanging metres below the
prop hub, the effect of the friction, resulting from the
prop encountering the air, will now have a much smaller
effect on the tilting of the cage compared to the direct

5: Prop rotation in same direction as engine shaft rotation
with belt driven reduction drive
6: The direction the engine tilts to counteract the prop
7: Right riser position
8: Left riser position
9: Difference instigating a right turn

drive variation. It is comparable to using a large lever: It
will require less force to use a long lever compared to
using a shorter lever.
The net effect is that with a belt driven reduction
drive you have less effect on the tilting of the cage
compared to a direct drive, but it is still very noticeable
– at high revs you will turn more easily to the right
compared to turning left.
With a gearbox (reduction) drive this is different.
With a gear box, the prop rotates in the opposite
direction compared to the shaft. If the shaft of the
engine rotates anti-clockwise, the prop rotates
clockwise. The prop creates a counteracting force (prop
torque) which in an anti-clockwise direction and the
engine creates a counteracting force in the clockwise
direction (motor torque).
I have a gear box driven prop, and find that when I rev
up my engine in flight, the prop torque tilts the cage in
an anti-clockwise direction, but when I run the engine at
much lower revs, the engine torque takes over and tilts
the cage slightly in the clockwise direction. At take off
and under high revs, I tend to fly to the left and when
idling, I tend fly to the right.
If you combine this effect on the gear driven prop
with having the engine some distance away from the
centre of the spinning prop, the overall effect on the
tilting of the cage will be much less, yet still noticeable,
and often you will fly with one hand on one brake line
just to counter this effect.
In order to overcome this, manufacturers have come
up with several different solutions:
➲➲ longer risers on one side (often done by adding
a second carabiner or additional strap),
➲➲ asymmetrical use of trimmers,
➲➲ side-shifted bracket with attachment for riser
on one arm, or even
➲➲ two counter-rotating propellers that nullify
the effect of one another.
Since we are not anchored to the earth when flying,
we will always encounter a slight tilting of the cage
created by prop torque, you need to be aware of this
during launch because this is when the effect is at
its greatest. My advice is that if any of the solutions
mentioned above do not work for you, eat more, become
a very heavy pilot and as such reduce the amount of

All photos: Andrew Shipley

tilting of the cage, but then, this may create other
problems for you…
Happy flying

Diagram: Courtesy of Scout Paramotors
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Events Calendar

2016
March

NSW Weekend Warriors Series 2015/16
Round 4: 5/6 March (Reserve 12/13 March)

Please see earlier entry for all details. Contact: James
Thompson on 02 4946 8680 or <jamesflys@gmail.com>.

Paragliding State of Origin 2016
25 to 27 March (Easter)

Mt Borah, Manilla, NSW. A great way for novices to get
into comp and XC flying in a fun and safe way. The comp
promotes skills and safety and is based on flying crews
(five-pilot teams, one Adv, two Nov pilots plus two other). Get
your crew together. Handicapping used for scoring. C-Grade
sanction. Requirements: Reserve, UHF radio, three hours XC
flights outside of licence course, XC course recommended.
Comp fee: $30 (earlybird $25 before 11/3/16). Register
at [www.ozparaglidingcomps.com/], [http://vomoir.com/
npc/state_of_origin.html] for info and pilot pack. Contact:
James Thompson on 02 4946 8680 or <jamesflys@
gmail.com>.

Flatter than the Flatlands
25 to 28 March (Easter)

Birchip, VIC. Join the 24rd Flatter than the Flatlands XC
towing competition conducted over the four-day Easter long
weekend. Entry fee: $80, includes daily prizes, presentation
BBQ, scoring, goal beers and lots of fun. GPS and parachute
required. Discount available for teams with a first time pilot.
Contact: Wesley <wesleyianhill@yahoo.com.au>.

to the number of tug pilots. At this stage we have 20 spots,
but plan to open the field to 30 (even 40). The only way to
secure the tug pilots is by registration. Entry fee: $200 (minus
a hopeful subsidy from NSWHPA! We are currently applying for
funding to support this pilot development event. Please stay
tuned). Our goal is to make the 2016 comp a fun, learning
and affordable event! Tows are $30/each and tickets can be
purchased onsite from Bill Moyes and crew. Free comp entry
plus 10 tows offered to any pilot ordering any Moyes glider
before 15 March. Chance to win a new custom Moyes harness:
Complete the Moyes Gliders challenge to fly >188km in your
Moyes Gecko. Assistance (match-making) with retrieve teams,
etc. We will help teams form, just contact us. Accommodation:
Budget room Vandenberg Hotel, Camping: Apex Riverside
campground used to have a special rate for pilots, ask them to
see if still available, or at the Forbes Aeroclub (our favourite).
Website: [www.warrenwindsports.com.au/],
check out the video from last year’s event here
[www.youtube.com/watch?v=SCZEoSX7B0k].

April
Dalby Big Air 2016
10 to 16 April

Dalby, QLD. Practice day: 9 April. Comp days: 10 to and
including 16 April. Cost: $475, total, incl. $75 registration fee
non-refundable. Registration closes 10 March 2016. More at
[dalbybigair.com].

PICO Rutherglen Fly-In
10 to 12 June 2016

Rutherglen, VIC. Every June 2015 Rutherglen hosts the
ultimate gourmand’s party as leading regional chefs and
Winemakers partner together to present ‘The Tastes Of
Rutherglen’ festival. PPG pilots will find a terrific launch
site that is leased by the Pico Club from the local council for
paramotor flying operations. The local areas provide great
flying opportunities and beautiful scenery with the many
wineries and grassy fields to soar and motor over. All PPG
and PHG pilots are welcome. More at [www.thepico.com.au].

1 to 3 July 2016

Steve Docherty, Corryong Cup 2015
Photo: Stuart Hansen
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Forbes, NSW. Warren Windsports and Moyes are hosting a
HG comp this Easter at Forbes. This year, we won’t emphasise
the in-air team coaching. Instead, we’ll nuture a supportive
learning environment on the ground in the mornings, then
loosen the reins as pilots head off to fly a typical comp-style
task, with start gates and a scorer. With Easter in late March
this year, we’ve got a great opportunity to get some classic
Forbes flying! Get dropped off into a gaggle of mates by a
Moyes Dragonfly, use thermals to defy gravity, and later catch
up with the everyone over dinner at the Forbes Aeroclub. XC
tasks, for both Floater and Open classes (Fri/Sat/Sun), race
to goal (with start gates for Open class), scoring, awards for
both classes on Sunday evening, non-scoring task on Monday.
Task strategy planning: Pre-flight theory and coaching (safety
and performance aspects) during the morning meeting. Basic
to advanced level support on offer. Team dodge ball: You read
that correctly, post-flying, back at the clubhouse lawn for BBQ,
drinks and head-shots. Sweat bands supplied. Spot landing
contest: Incl. tips on setting up a safe landing approach, with
techniques on flare and timing. Three Moyes-style dinners
made by Vicki and team incl. in entry fee. Dinner party every
night (Fri/Sat/Sun awards) at the clubhouse. Free to pilots,
friends and family welcome ($10 each for guests). Registration
required: Opens 15 Feb and closes 15 Mar). Limited space, due

Day 1, 8 February – 84.9km

A race to Terry Hie Hie, 41 pilots made goal with the
fastest in around two hours for the downwind race.
World Record holder Donizete shows he isn’t just a XC
open distance pilot by coming second.

short, misjudging some heavy sink on the final glide line.
Only 10 points and just one minute separated the
top 5 in a very close race to the finish line. The top six
are so tightly bunched in the overall scores, one mistake
in any of the remaining days can change the result easily.

1 Ivan Anissimov
2 Donizete Lemos
3 James Thompson

1 Peter Slade
2 Zeljko Ovuka
3 Youngjong Park

Enzo 2
Enzo2
IP 8

1000
993
987

Day 2, 9 February – 104.4km

Task 2 and 105km to Terry Hie Hie via turnpoint in the
Horton Valley. Launching from Mt Borah East, 45 of the
120 pilots made goal on a mostly blue day with a light to
moderate cross/tailwind all the way. Some strong climbs
(>6m/sec) were reported to heights of around 2500m.
1 Peter Slade
2 Felipe Rezende
3 Alex Yaschenko

Niviuk Icepeak 8
Enzo2
Niviuk IP7p

1000
995
987

Task 3 of 106km to Bingara with a special 10km in-outin last stage around goal.
A mostly blue day with light winds had the 120 pilots
launching from Borah West. Tricky conditions all the way
to Barraba (35km) saw half the field land. For those
who made it past there, the day kicked in with classic
convergence lines making reaching goal easy work.
Heights to over 3000m with non-stop 4-6m/sec climbs
and some long straight line speedbar runs resulted in
fast racing that suited the Comp Class gliders – 52 pilots
made goal, the winners in under three hours despite the
early slow conditions.
1 Peter Slade
2 Felipe Rezende
3 Jouni Makkonen

PICO Lakeside Fly-in

25 to 28 March (Easter)

by Godfrey Wenness

Day 3, 10 February – 106km

June

July
Forbes Easter Comp

A Record Kiwi Open 2016

Lake Hume, Albury/Wodonga VIC/NSW border. The PICO
‘Lakeside’ fly-in will be held on the shores of the awesome
Lake Hume just a short way from the twin towns of Albury/
Wodonga on the NSW/VIC border. There are XC flights not
just around the Lake but to towns further away such as
Yackandandah. There are launch sites along the banks of the
lake and are all large and grassed. Camping arrangements will
be available at the nearby Lake Hume Great Aussie Holiday
Park with cabins and sites to pitch your tent or park your
caravan. All PPG, PHG & PPC pilots are welcome. More at [www.
thepico.com.au].

September

Icepeak 8 (competition)
Enzo2 (2/3)
Enzo2 (2/3)

993
990
963

Day 4, 11 February –134.3km

Task 4 of 134km to Moree. The day started blue, but
quickly developed into epic XC skies with strong 4-6m/
sec climbs and cu’s forming at well over the 3000m legal
limit of 10000ft (limit without supplementary oxygen).
The southerly windflow over the region had pilots
first tag a turnpoint at Barraba then straight line NW
to the Moree flatlands via the now very familiar Horton
Valley and Terry Hie Hie route. The last 40km were a drag
race for the 45 pilots who made goal with ground speeds
up to 90km/h reported. A few landed frustratingly

PICO Milbrulong National PPG/PHG Fly-in

Niviuk Icepeak 8 (competition)1000
Ozone Enzo 2 (competition) 997
Enzo2 (competition)
995

Day 5, 12 February – 75.9km

Task 5 and 77km to near Narrabri via Boggabri.
A long crosswind first leg made things harder than
usual despite strong climbs. Those that made the turn
oint had an easy tailwind run to the goal line as the sky
filled with epic clouds at over 3000m with some climbs
reported to 12m/sec!
The best of the 47 made goal in under two hours. The
top 15 were all Comp Class gliders, indicating the crosswind nature of the first leg made things harder for the
slower Sport Class gliders.
Some pilots flew XC past goal with one flight of
over 200km under huge cloud streets almost to the
Queensland border.
1 Peter Slade
2 Ashley McMillan
3 Felipe Rezende

Niviuk Icepeak 8 (2/3)
Boomerang 10 (2/3)
Enzo2 (2/3)

1000
998
975

Day 6, 13 February – 214km
A World Record 214km competition task with many into
goal in around six hours.
A mostly blue day with climbs to 3000m. After a late
start around 1pm, many pilots flew PBs. The scoring
program gave the distance as 214.12km and 32 pilots
made goal while 40 flew over 200km. Full validity of
1000 points went to the winner, Donizete, with five
hours 20 minutes.
It was a slow start to the day for the first hour until
the thermals got stronger and SSE winds increased. Many
were skeptical whether the record task was achievable.
Some solid 4-5m/sec climbs to almost 3000m, plus
30km/h winds at altitude helped to make the day
possible for many. Final glides from 30km out were
reported and 32 made goal to stamp the task as a
genuine World Record distance for a Race to Goal in a FAI
competition event.
1 Donizete Lemos
=2 Andrew Horchner
=2 Brian Webb

Enzo2 (competition)
1000
Gin Boomerang 10 (competition) 996
EZ2 (competition)
996

Day 3: Launching at Mt Borah West

The view north to Bingara and beyond along the course line on Day
6 – blue but fast conditions

Many of the comp pilots achieved PB distances on
the day and some even made goal for the first time!
Congratulations to all of the 32 pilots for being part of
FAI Competition history here in Manilla.
The last comp day was cancelled. Some forecast
models (wrongly) indicated strong winds for later in the
day – many pilots just wanted to call it a comp after six
successful racing tasks in a row.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Peter Slade
James Thompson
Ivan Anissimov
Jouni Makkonen
Zeljko Ovuka
Steve Nagle
Gareth Carter
Felipe Rezende
Reuben Muir
Donizete Lemos

Niviuk Icepeak 8
IP 8
Enzo 2
Enzo 2
Ozone Enzo 2
Mantra M6
Enzo 2
Enzo 2
GTO 2
Enzo 2

5811
5722
5469
5353
5265
5264
5246
5152
5116
5113

Full results at [http://highcloud.net/xc/comp_result.
php?comPk=182].

15 to 18 September 2016

Milbrulong, NSW. The PICO Annual National PPG Fly-in is the
original and biggest PPG fly-in in Australia. It has been running
for 18 years and attracts pilots from all over Australia and
sometimes overseas as well. You can also see all the latest
gear there, from wings to motors to accessories. There is
usually also plenty of spare parts to add to your toolbox if
necessary. The area is outstanding for XC trips from 20km
to over 100km. All PPG, PHG, PPC, WSM & Balloon pilots are
welcome. More at [www.thepico.com.au].

March | April 2016

Thermalling on the dry hills near Barraba on the World Record task
March | April 2016

Day 6 winner, Donizete Lemos

The Record Task winning pilots
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Hang Gliding Championships 2016

Forbes Flatlands

Jonny Durand on launch

It’s All About The Numbers

Our 10th consecutive Forbes Flatlands competition.
➲➲ 62 pilots from 13 countries
➲➲ 22 crew from all over
All together in one place, for 10 days, doing what we
love, having fun, seeing old friends, making new friends
and making the most of this amazing sport.
Conditions turned on for task 4 to allow us to set the
longest task ever in a hang gliding competition – 368 km
from Forbes to Walgett.
A massive 26 pilots made the task, that’s 41% of
the field!
It was a personal best flight for all at goal
except for Jonny Durand, Len Paton and Guy
Hubbard, and a World Record flight for the
only female pilot to make goal, current World
Champion Yoko Isomoto.
The Forbes mantra continues to ring true ‘How
Good is Forbes’!

What started out looking like
it was going to be the worst
Forbes comp ever turned out
to be one of the best!
I think we’ll be talking about
this one for a long time to
come…

Thank You!

All this made possible by so many people:
Meet Director: Wesley Hill
Operations: Thea O’Connor
Launch Director: Michael Zupanc
Goal Marshall: Rob Van Der Klooster
Bill and Molly Moyes, Jay Devorak and the tug pilots
Bobby Bailey, Steve McCarthy, Bruce Crerar, Blaino and
Marco Carelli
Launch crew: Richard Nevins, Sue Nevins, Lizzy Nevins,
Jack Nevins (yes, the whole Nevins family!), Christina
Quinn, Tony Hanlon, Annie Crerar, Bena, Linda Zupanc.

Bill Moyes: Strike me pink, he did it again! He starts
at 6:30am every morning, refuelling the tugs and keeps
everything working till sunset every day. Not bad for
an 83-year-old! Legend.

by Vicki Cain

Forbes 2016 it’s on!

Who’s next? Five Dragonflies at work launching the field
Photos: Michael Zupanc, Peak Pictures
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Forbes Flatlands

Michael Zupanc and Brendan Sadgrove were able to get some
great aerial shots. Taken from the Dragonfly on the last and

final task, they caught pilots, here Olav Lien Olsen (Norway),
coming into goal at MIA - the Moyes International Airport.
Photo: Michael Zupanc Peak Pictures

Forbes Flatlands

Tug pilot Marco Carelli, one of the five Dragonfly pilots

The Task Committee: Gerolf Heinrichs, Jonny Durand,
Bruce Wynne.
Safety Committee: Gordon Rigg, Lukas Bader, Nils Vesk.
Protest Committee: Steve Blenkinsop, Glenn
McFarlane, Trent Brown.

Gerolf Heinrichs, first into goal and day winner of task 5
Photos: Michael Zupanc Peak Pictures

How good is Forbes?

We set six tasks, totaling over 1000km, with the
leaders averaging 160km per day – that’s close to 100
miles per day!
The consistent flying at Forbes is why we come back
year after year.
The comp ended with an awesome feed and
presentation night hosted by Janine, Amy, Alice and
Steve at their home by the river.

Congratulations to all the winners, including Jonny
for a most deserved win with a dominant performance,
and his sixth Forbes Flatlands title.

Women Class

Top 10 Open Class

Forbes A Grade Award

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Jonny Durand (Australia)
Michael Jackson (Australia)
Jason Kath (Australia)
Glen McFarlane (Australia)
Len Paton (Australia)
Josh Woods (Australia)
Lukas Bader (Germany)
Fredy Bircher (Switzerland)
Gavin Myers (Australia)
Olav Opsanger (Norway)

Moyes RX 3.5
Moyes LSS 5
Wills Wing T2C 144
Wills Wing T2C 144
Moyes RS 4
Moyes RX 3.5
Moyes RS 4
Moyes RX 3.5
Moyes RX 5
Moyes RX 3.5

1 Alexandra Serebrennikova (Russia) Moyes RX 3

Sport Class

1 Noel Bear (Australia)
1 Josh Woods (Australia)

Forbes Council Encouragement Award
Howard Jones (Australia)

Moyes Gecko 155
Moyes RX 3.5
Moyes RX 3.5

Thank you to all the pilots and their support crews
for making the trek to Forbes, we hope you had the time
of your lives.

Full results at [www.forbesflatlands.com].

Jonny Durand, two day wins
and the competition winner,
the smile says it all!
Yoko Isomoto, the only female in goal for the world’s longest task
– also a World record flight for a declared goal for her

The goal getters from the World’s longest competition task!
22 SKYSAILOR

Presentation night: Back row (l-r) Vicki Cain, Howard Jones, Noel Bear, Alexandra
Serebrennikova, Olav Opsanger, Gavin Myers, Glenn McFarlane, Len Paton, Jonny Durand,
Michael Jackson, Jason Kath. Front row (l-r) Josh Woods, Lukas Bader, Freddy Bircher
March | April 2016
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Japan

Flying

They party hard…

I

A nice looking sky
Photos: Nils Vesk

had the good fortune of working in Tokyo in August
When it comes to flying around the world, we hear a lot about
last year and had arranged to hire a hang glider from
Europe, North and South America but little about Japan.
the Moyes dealer, Toru.
In the past, I had looked after some Japanese pilots
I think this is mostly because so few people have flown there,
in Sydney and had them stay at my house, so they were
especially when it comes to hang gliding. There’s a perception only too keen to help me organise it.
A lot of people say there’s nowhere to land in Japan.
that Japan isn’t a great place to fly. I think that can change.

by Nils Vesk

This is dependent on the season. Summer, which was
when I was first went there, is probably the worst
season – it’s about 90% humidity and, yes, the rice
fields are full of rice and it’s a no go to land anywhere but
the designated landing fields and bomb-outs.
At Itajiki and Ashio flying sites in the Ibariki
prefecture (roughly 1.5 to 2 hours from Tokyo), the only

landing options were the bomb-outs. Yet I still managed
to spot a few brown paddocks I could have landed in.
During my first Japanese flying experience, I had a
good four hours of airtime over the weekend. There’s
ramps everywhere and a super keen community of pilots.
In fact, there was a university hang gliding competition
with about 40 pilots (one third females). It was so good
to see that hang gliding is still popular. University hang
gliding clubs could be something we might resurrect in
Australia if we want to build our numbers.
I heard that the Japanese Nationals were being held
in September and Yuji one of Japan’s top pilots said I
should come and fly in it. I looked at the diary, looked
at the frequent flyer points and thought, ‘bugger it, it’s
possible’. My new friends insisted there would be more
places to land, due to completed harvesting and better
conditions during autumn. My decision was made and a
few weeks later I was back in Japan.
They were right, the weather had changed. It was
less humid and there were plenty of places to land.
The Nationals had some good weather, we flew five
out five days (they ran the comp over a public holiday
weekend which had two public holidays packed around
a weekend).
Most of the tasks were about 60 to 70km in length,
including some very technical flying with lots of valleys
and a sea-breeze effect. Average cloudbase was around
1200 to 1600m, light winds and lift usually around
300ft per minute.
Some interesting things about the Japanese comp
was that they don’t do ordered launches, instead the
higher your ranking in the comp gives you first pick of
your set-up position. This is controlled and organisers
work their way down the leaders board asking pilots to
mark their set-up position.

Convergence day

After one tough day we all headed off to the Onsen
(Japanese hot baths) – this was the perfect way to
finish the night after some flying and home cooked
barbecues.
The food in Japan is incredible, be prepared to put on
some weight if you can’t control yourself. When you’ve
got a few hosts it’s hard to not eat a lot. So cheap too.
I was staying at the Windsports Hang Gliding School
building. This was free, even though it was a bit minimal
– futon and doona on the floor. This comes close to
a martial arts dojo. Maybe not as tidy, but the vibe at
these places is really fun. There are so many people
coming to fly and stay the night at these places, it’s
hard to believe.
There are always rides going up the hill and people
to pick you up, and with mobile reception everywhere,
pick-ups are easy.
All up I had an awesome time. The flying was difficult
and challenging and the decisions I made didn’t always
work out; I felt I could have flown a lot better. Better
weather and regional knowledge might have helped, but
I didn’t get this translated through to me.
If you want to fly Japan there’s a couple things you’ll
need to do:
Get membership in the Japanese Hang Gliding
Association. There’s no visitor fee you must pay for 12

months, but that will only be about A$50. You’ll pay
site fees at whichever site you fly, some cost more than
others, between A$15 and $A30.
Radios are a bit of a mystery, I just hired one from
one of the locals – I only needed it for the comp and had
it switched off.
I’d suggest contacting one of the Japanese pilots
to help point you in the right direction. I hired a glider
for around A$80 a day and just took my harness on the
plane. If you fly a Moyes you’ll want to contact the Moyes
dealer, Toru, to organise a glider. Other hang gliding
manufacturer dealers are prevalent too and may hire out
gliders, but I’m not sure because I was using someone’s
personal glider.
Food is ridiculously cheap, the beer is great and
the company is fantastic. It is worth learning a bit of
Japanese on [memrise.com] before you go.
The level of competition is high. You have to be a
certain rating to fly in the Nationals and only topless
gliders are allowed. They know how to climb well in very
tricky conditions and their mountains and valleys take a
bit of working out (which I didn’t really master).
Everyone I met was fantastic and helpful and they all
want to see more overseas pilots. They fly year round, so
if you’re feeling like a culture trip with some great hang
gliding potential, head for Japan.

Dojo style sleep out
Photos: Nils Vesk
Ramps abound in Japan
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Review:

Moyes Gecko

Gerolf Heinrichs shows how easy the Gecko ground handles
Photo: Adventure Flying

Flying the latest evolution
by Dennis Pagen ©2015

Noma Yasuhiro launching at Stanwell Park
Photo: Dave Bateman

W

ho needs a new glider? Every time I think
we have arrived at a comfortable place
where we can rest on our laurels, sit back
and say, “What a long way we’ve come,” someone
delivers a new package that promises a new experience.
It has just happened again with the Moyes Gecko.

When I heard about the Gecko, I thought, “What’s a
gecko got to do with flying?” We may just find out.

What It Is

From the manufacturer’s website: “The Gecko is designed
for the upcoming and experienced recreational pilot.
Originally designed to bridge the gap between the Malibu

The clean lines of the Gecko tip
Photo: Adventure Flying
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and the Litesport Class, the glider exceeds expectations,
in handling just as much as in glide performance.”
Let me explain: The Malibu is Moyes’ entry level glider.
Easy handling, easy landing, slow flying. The Litesport is
Moyes’ high performance king posted glider. It flies more
like a topless glider than an easy intermediate glider, but
it performs impressively and lands easier than a topless.
It is a good, lighter, cheaper choice than the top gliders.
Another point to clarify is that there is a new
Sport Class emerging within national and international
competition. So far that class simply requires a pilot
to fly a king posted glider. The idea is to have a class
of competition with lighter, easier, cheaper and safer
gliders.
It appears that the Gecko is designed to fit right in
the upper echelons of this class.
Now in my own words, here’s what I think has
happened. I believe Moyes took more than 40 years of
development and refinements they, and others, have
made – the tricks of the trade – and finally put them
together in one package. The result is one of the best
integrated gliders out there. I’m not just writing ad copy
here, because there are a few things I discovered:
The glider is one of the lightest intermediate gliders
available. It sets up easily with the easiest curved
tip wand attachment I have ever encountered (which
includes almost all gliders available). It is quite easy to
carve through the air and it has a true full-working VG
system. I’ll elaborate on these points below, but here’s
a little more description.

Right now the glider comes in one size: 155ft2
(14.4m2). This size is suitable for pilots of 120 to 190lbs
(55-86kg), with the best weight being 160 to 170lbs
(73-77kg). I do expect that Moyes will come out with
other sizes, since I expect this size will be successful.
The Gecko has a full one-colour top sail and one
colour bottom sail. This decor reminds of yesteryear’s
gliders and looks refreshingly retro. The manufacturer
says, “Stand out in the skies wherever you go!” I am
surprised how many comments I received on the glider’s
appearance, and during the Dinosaur meet in August, I
found myself watching the Gecko around launch because
it was so striking in glowing green. Any pilot with a
Gecko had better be ready for spectator attention. Don’t
worry if you aren’t such a good pilot, the Gecko will give
you a hand.

For You ‘Detailers’

The Gecko has a moderate 124 degree nose angle and
a moderate 6.5 aspect ratio. It weighs 65lbs (29.5kg)
and is almost perfectly balanced when you stand at
launch or haul it off the field. It has curved tips with the
cleanest tip area I have ever seen on any glider, including
top drawer topless gliders. It also has Mylar inserts with
added foam for a very clean, high-radius leading edge.
For pitch stability the glider uses one sprog (internal
wash-out strut) per side, plus two reflex bridles per
side. The reflex bridles attach to the upper side cable.
We’ll see why in a moment.
Set-up is normal and easy, aided by the aforementioned no-struggle tip wand. There are eight curved
battens per side, attached with the now-standard quick
flip tips. Also, there are two undersurface battens per
side. The nose cone is clean – maybe the cleanest yet
– and easy to attach. Because of the long keel stinger

I found I could put it on without pulling the nose down,
always a dicey proposition when you are tail into wind.
One note of caution to pilots moving up from lesser
performance gliders: Don’t forget to zip the sprogs
closed! That operation may not be in your current set-up
and pre-flight list since most beginner gliders don’t have
them. They are easy to deal with – just swing them into
the sail and zip up the undersurface slot.
An important feature that needs highlighting is the
automatic adjusting reflex bridle system (also known as
the compensator system). Reflex bridles are an essential
part of most gliders’ pitch stability systems (nearly
all intermediate gliders have them). On the Gecko, just
as with the Litesport, the VG compensator system
automatically effectively shortens and lengthens the
reflex bridles. It works like this: When you pull the VG at
the base tube, the crossbar moves back. This movement
relaxes a line routing into the kingpost that holds up the
side cables. So pulling the VG lets the side cables move
down a slot in the kingpost. As they move down, they
lower the reflex bridles, which are attached to the side
cables. In fact, the compensator system is actually what
allows the Gecko to have a fully functional VG system.
Why lower reflex bridles? The reason is to produce
less pitch pressure and better performance at tighter
VG settings when you want the best glide and speed.
In other words, any time you leave a thermal and are
seeking the next one. Note: Testing has shown that
generally when gliders are tightened, the pitch stability
devices kick in sooner so they can be relaxed (sprogs
on most topless gliders also undergo this automatic
adjustment). This pitch
adjustment on the Gecko
is one of the global
refinements I referred to
in the beginning.
And here’s a wonderful bonus: Due to the
compensator system, the
side wire can be tighter
than on gliders without
compensation. When you
pull a VG system tight,

the crossbars move outward, so the side wires have
to be loose enough to allow this spreading at the
outboard side wire attachment. Without compensation,
a designer has to make a choice: either put a barely
changing VG system on the glider, or let the side wires be
loose when the VG is off. Most of us have seen or flown
gliders with the latter solution. The pilot is constantly
moving the control bar triangle side to side on launch to
feel the lift or force on the wings. Pilots may get used
to this situation after a while, but it is disconcerting to
pilots new to better performing gliders. The Gecko has
fairly tight side wires with the VG full off, so confidence
on launch is instilled. Don’t know about you, but I like
feeling confident on launch.
Most intermediate gliders have fewer battens
and slightly looser sails than the top gliders, allowing
lighter handling as well as lighter weight. It is no secret
that fewer battens mean wider batten spacing, which
sometimes results in trailing edge flutters developing
as the glider ages, especially towards the tips. The Gecko
designers addressed this problem with a short little
batten placed between the furthest outboard two upper
battens (see photos). This batten will stop pesky flutter
for the life of the glider – a bonus. I’ve seen some pilots
add such battens on their own, but nothing as clean as
this solution. Yet this little addition brings up the only
negative I had with the glider: When breaking down,
you have to fold the tip in a special way that renders the
folded sail in this area less clean than it could be. Since I
don’t like to fold a sail tightly anyway (just tight enough
to fit easily in the cover bag), I can easily live with it.

Two demo Geckos in waiting
at Sylmar, California
Photo: Kraig Coomber
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Jonny Durand at
Sunrise Beach, QLD

Review:
Moyes Gecko
Flying A Gecko

Now we come to the fun stuff. I like flying as much as
the next air junkie, but what really tickles my innards
over the last 40 years is flying new gliders. I am lucky
in that respect because pilots often ask me to fly their
new gliders to test for tune, and I often get to fly a new
design for a review such as this. I jumped at the chance
to fly the Gecko after seeing it perform in Dinosaur.
However, I approached the glider with a little caution.
I was informed by Kraig Coomber, from Moyes US, that
the uprights on the Gecko are moved back compared to
other gliders. The reason for this is that it puts the bar
in a more comfortable position during flight – much like
in a topless glider. I found this to be true, with the front
bow of the basetube belly just north of my ‘schnoz’ in
trim, and the grip portion of the basetube right where
your hands would fall if you were holding them up and
saying, “It’s not my fault!”
I thought I had to be careful on launch to avoid
getting too high an angle of attack, especially since the
first flight was in light winds with a long run required,
but not to worry; I didn’t feel anything different
compared to my usual launch. During the flight, I was
aware that I had plenty of push out room in thermals,
and was conscious of not getting too slow as I relaxed
and went into automatic pilot mode. By the third flight
I never thought about the bar. I think that any pilot who
flies by feeling the airspeed and glider feedback (as one
should) will not notice any effect from the bar placement
otherwise one may not be ready for a double surface
glider anyway.
One benefit from the slightly rearward bar is that
the glider is nearly perfectly balanced on your shoulders
when standing at launch. This factor lets you relax and
feel conditions better than with a glider requiring force
on the uprights to maintain pitch. A second benefit is
during landing – you have a bit more flare authority. The
same amount of flare push produces a higher attitude.
Everyone should strive for a good attitude.
In the air the Gecko shines, shimmers and delivers. I
had six flights: three were for over an hour in conditions
varying from ridge lift to weak thermals to strong,
tight ratty cores, the rest were scratching, elusive
experiences of up to 20 minutes. On the weak days,
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Photo: Tex Bec

I explored the Gecko’s ability to turn ‘right now!’
and found it to be nicely responsive and efficient.
Occasionally I used an old trick I call a sidewinder, short
for a sideways wind-in punch. Many readers may be
familiar with the ‘punch turn’, where you are in a bank
and get a sticky wing or you want to initiate a quick
turn when flying slowly. You put in a roll control and
give the glider a quick forward push or punch. The
glider should respond by yawing more than rolling in
the desired direction. It doesn’t require as steep a bank
to get the desired heading direction. You can have your
cake and eat it too. Problem is, curved tip gliders do not
react as well as desired to a punch turn because their
flexible tip offloads and the glider wallows. However,
the sidewinder consists of putting in a punch yaw
control rather than a pitch control. To do this, you push
out hard with one arm/hand while pulling in or holding
position with the other. For example, assume the left
wing is getting lifted and you want to turn left into the
promised lift. You would punch forward with your right
arm and pull back a bit with the left. Your body will then
yaw clockwise as seen from above while the glider yaws
left (counter-clockwise). You are in effect producing a
change in heading with a minimum amount of roll. There
is recovery and timing involved, so play with it well away
from terrain.
The Gecko responds well to a sidewinder, and it
was fun to guide it through the nooks and crannies of
amorphous, sculpted lift with this technique. I could
slow it down with confidence when clear to maximise
climb, or in the case of the dismal days, minimise the
descent rate. It has been shown to me many times that
the latter is often important because on cycling days,
the last wo/man standing (or surviving) is one who can
dribble away altitude the slowest. Waiting through the
down cycles is a skill best achieved with a glider good in
handling for response and slow flying, and with a good
natural minimum sink rate. I don’t have to go out on a
limb to say that the Gecko will keep up with or out-climb
any glider out there.
What about glide and all the rest? The first thing
to note is that the Gecko has a serious VG system. This
means that there’s a major noticeable change from VG
loose to VG tight, unlike on some intermediate gliders.
What I really like is that you can launch, thermal and
land with the VG full off. Why wouldn’t you be able to?
Well, most topless gliders get a little squirrely and have

the basebar way out with lots of pitch pressure when
the VG is full loose. Most topless pilots land and take off
with about 1/4 VG. It is nice to have all the handling the
glider can muster when landing, and the Gecko delivers
this. Putting it where you want, when you want, is the
name of the game.
In thermals, too, the VG off position is fine. Often
on intermediate gliders, easy handling VG position leads
to wallowing, Dutch-rolling, PIO-ing or overbanking in
turns. Such behaviour is inefficient when thermalling
in general, and especially inefficient when the thermal
varies constantly. The Gecko is steady with the VG full
off. I like that.
Even so, I experimented with thermalling with about
1/4 to 1/3 VG. I liked both and had no problem steering
the glider where I wanted it to go, except when it was real
rowdy. Of course, I am used to tighter topless gliders, so
pilots moving up from easier gliders will want to start out
by the book: no VG in thermals or when landing.
Tighter VG was good for gliding between thermals
and sometimes for cruising in ridge lift. With the ridge
lift around here, there are always thermals tucked into it
like chocolate dollops in choc chip cookies. When a little
thermal comes along, you don’t always have time to drop
the VG right away. With half to 1/3 VG I could turn the
Gecko to catch the thermal (often using a sidewinder),
then deal with the VG for maximum upward spiral once I
had established my favourite position in the core. With
full VG the glider wants to go straight, in other words,
full VG is for penetrating into headwind or even diving to
goal (remember, that Sport class is heating up). I haven’t
seen any tests or numbers on this glider, but I expect
that with the VG on full, it picks up two points of glide
due to the tighter sail and increased effective aspect
ratio. That’s a serious VG system.
I’ll again let the manufacturer have nearly the
last word: “The Gecko is aimed at pilots who
want to step up from a single surface wing
into something that they will not outgrow
anytime soon.” My take on this statement
is that it’s fairly accurate. The glider is fun to fly and
good performing that the only reason you would want a
different wing is if you are planning to compete in Class
1 comps with the big boys. As it is, there won’t be much
in the air that outclimbs this glider at a local site, unless
it has feathers.
I wish to thank our diligent local club president, Brian
Vant-Hull, for going out of his way to bring me the Gecko
at our Labor Day fly-in. Thanks also to Brian Morris of
One Sky Project for coming to pick it up, although I was
crestfallen to see it go.

Solving For X

Now the only thing remaining is for us to figure out
where the Gecko name comes from. If you know your
herpetology you know that geckos blithely walk up
walls and across ceilings. Yes, the Gecko sticks to the
ceiling. Voila!
In conclusion, I’ll repeat my opening question: “Who
needs a new glider?” I think I do, and I bet most of you
do as well.

You can find out more at <moyes.com.au>.

January
March
| February
| April 2016

Jonny Durand at Sunrise Beach, QLD
Photo: Tex Bec

Gecko Specifications:

Area:
Span:
Nose Angle
Aspect Ratio:
Weight:
Pilot Weight range:
No. of Battens:
Double Surface:
Stall Speed:
Top Speed

14.4m2 / 155ft2
9.66m / 31.7ft
124º
6.5
29.5kg / 65lbs
55-86kg / 120-190lbs
Top 8 / Under 2
70-90%
28km/h / 17mph
+90km/h / +56mph

Gerolf Heinrichs at Dune de Pyla
Photo: Adventure Flying
March | April 2016
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WM/Rotax Maintenance Course
The last WM/Rotax Maintenance Course of 2015 was held at Belmont
(Lake Macquarie Airport), NSW, from 31 November to 1 December.

are listed on the HGFA Forums as soon as we are in the
planning stage, and the HGFA website calendar, once
dates and venues have been confirmed.

by Carole MacNally

Where have WM/Rotax Maintenance
courses been held?

Airconditioned classroom

A

irborne Flight Training once again opened their
doors to allow us to conduct a course for both
RAA and HGFA members. This time we had
four people wanting to come back to do a refresher,
which is always good to see. Dale and Ian originally
attended our earliest courses held in 2012/2013 and
David and Brian attended the last course we held here,
at Belmont.
Luckily for us, Airborne have a brand new airconditioned office we were able to use, and only a short
walk from the hangar. Unfortunately, we had to limit the
numbers to be able to fit everyone in. Sorry to the other
refreshers not able to attend because of this restriction,
30
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but it was necessary. I don’t think we could have fitted
anyone else in without some serious furniture removals.
We held this course over a Monday and Tuesday this
time, and it proved to be much quieter for our attendees
as the other Lake Macquarie airport activities; Matt Hall
from Red Bull racing and the Sky Diving operations were
less busy than they normally are over a weekend. Mind
you, the Airborne classroom also has a kitchen, so we
were able to take breaks freely without worrying about
anyone else eating our biscuits!
Holding the course during the week did unfortunately
prevent some from attending, due to work commitments,
but we may be able to conduct a weekend course at a

We were once again lucky with the weather in sunny
NSW, but very grateful for the airconditioning during
the classroom part of the course. Everyone enjoyed the
practicals and we had plenty of breaks to get everyone
up and moving about. Matt and his father, Greg, travelled
down from Port Macquarie and are keen to host a course
at their local airfield, if they can get the numbers.
Unfortunately, Newcastle and the Hunter region
have once again been hit by storms and flooding, since
we did this course, so we hope everyone was spared the
worst and didn’t sustain any damage.
It is always great to come
back to this area where we
used to live. It’s a great place
to visit and a very scenic
place to fly, so if you get the
chance, call in. Thanks again
to Russell Duncan at Airborne
Flight Training [http://
a ir b o r n e f lig h t tr a in ing .
com.au/about-airborneflight-training/] for being
our host (and Rick for
helping to organise it) and I
am sure we will see you all
again soon.

later date, and we have also been provisionally offered
Maitland airport for a course sometime in the future.
However, we do need numbers to be able to go ahead
with any provisional booking, so please put your names
on our waiting list if you’re interested in attending a
course (email <kmacnally@bigpond.com>). Our courses
March | April 2016

HGFA Document
Map System
HGFA Document Map Register has been
developed to create a version control system
for all HGFA Forms, Manuals, and Syllabus,
which will allow all to view and access the
HGFA documentation structure. Due to recent
Entry Control Procedures placed by CASA,
the HGFA Document Map will assist in meeting
compliance obligations.
All current documents are available on
the HGFA website on the ‘Forms’ page.

[www.hgfa.asn.au] – ‘Forms’
The objective is to ensure the correct
Version Control is used at all times
by members, HGFA Instructors and
HGFA National Office.
Current Version: v2.0 Oct 2012
HGFA Office Manager

NSW (8):	Maitland (2), Ballina (2), Wollongong (2), Belmont (2)
QLD (4):	Atherton (1), Chevallum (1), Gympie (1), Maryborough (1)
WA (10): 	Exmouth (3), York (2), Bunbury (3), Serpentine (1), Albany (1)
VIC (5):
Queenscliff (2), Trawalla (3)
SA (4):
Strathalbyn (3, plus 1 upcoming)

Upcoming Course:

➲➲ Strathalbyn, SA – 2-3 April 2016 (Sat/Sun).
Bookings to <kmacnally@bigpond.com>..
March | April 2016
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News

profile, new arc, 3D panel shaping coupled with the Ozone patented shark nose
and reduced overall line length. All of these improvements bring more performance,
easier launch and better handling, with good safety and accessibility.
Available in six sizes and four standard colours as well as optional custom
colours. Ask your local Ozone dealer for more information or see [www.
onesmallplanet.net].
Gavin Zahner <gavin@onesmallplanet.net>

Nova Ion 4

Adventure Intermediate Nova Ion 4 (EN/LTF B)
Photo: Courtesy Nova

What’s Happening At The NSWHPA?

Apologies to photographer Martin Scheel for misattributing
his PWC image from previous Jan/Feb 2016 centre spread

Ozone Buzz Z5
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Dear NSW members, I want to give a little update on the
new NSWHPA Executive Committee activities.
Since being elected in November, the committee
has been busy setting out implementation of a number
of initiatives aimed at getting more funding to help
maintain and develop sites, encourage and support
competitions, and to keep our new pilots in the sport
whilst building our following through new members.
Many members are unaware of what we do, so we
would like to share our mission statement with you.
NSWHGPA Mission Statement:
NSWHPA will implement policies and programs defined
by the HGFA and to promote the sport through
competitions, fly-ins, participation rallies and training
facilities to benefit NSW pilots in accordance with
the HGFA Operations Manual and with the approval
of the relevant State and Federal instrumentalities
and landowners. The NSWHPA also aims to encourage
more pilots to take up the sport through marketing,
publicity and public exhibitions.
All NSW clubs have already been introduced to our
new liaison officers – a number of current committee
members who will keep the clubs up to date on what’s
happening and to assist them in seeking funding
assistance for sites, competitions and safety training
courses.
We’re looking forward to helping you as much as
possible. Happy flying,
Nils Vesk, NSWHGPA committee member

Product News
New From Ozone

Ozone Forza Pod Harness
New for the 2015/16 summer season, the Ozone
Forza is a full-featured XC harness in a mid-weight
and exceptionally comfortable package. It follows the
hammock-style of the lightweight Ozium, but with more
bulk and padding to the main harness structure which
adds significantly more comfort. The Forza incorporates
more adjustments and dedicated pockets for items like
anti-G chute, instrument batteries, radios, phone etc,
as well as a completely new reserve container system,
designed for quicker and wider deployment.
The flight deck and incorporated pockets are
much more capable and can accommodate a lot more
than the simpler and much lighter Ozium deck. All leg
covers and flight decks on all Ozone pod harnesses are
interchangable. The Forza is available in three colours, and
nine size options, covering a much wide range of pilots.

Weighing in
at 4.8 to 5.4kg,
depending on options,
the Forza is now in stock in Australia with demos
available from your local Ozone dealer.
Ozone Buzz Z5 (EN-B)
The Ozone Buzz Z5 is the 2016 progression of the
popular Buzz series. A low/mid EN-B glider, it is suitable
as a first glider, yet also a very capable XC wing that will
take you far. Incorporating design developments from
the Ozone performance projects, the Buzz has a new
March | April 2016

Since its first generation, the Nova Ion is considered a safe, uncomplicated wing to
fly and with amazing performance. This also applies to Ion 4, available in all sizes
from the end of February. As usual, Nova have upped their game: the Ion 4 glides
even better than the Mentor 3. The wing is lighter (from 3.95kg at size XXS) and
this makes it a useful hike & fly wing. Thanks to its innovative SmartBrakes, the
wing has balanced handling with an exceptional climb rate. The Ion defines its
class as an adventure intermediate which offers a unique package of performance,
safety and flying fun.
The Ion4 is a three-liner with 49 cells and an aspect ratio of 5.14 (flat). So far,
unspectacular, but with optimisation and technologies like Smart Cells, Air Scoop
as well as a new line set made from PPSL-191 (an innovative Dyneema material), the
Ion 4 sets new benchmarks in its class and has a better a L/D ratio than the Mentor
3 – to date the only EN/LTF-B certified wing to have flown a 300km FAI triangle.
Ion offers performance for all. The wing continues to be a ‘one-for-all’ wing for
an extremely wide spectrum of pilots. So how did Nova improve the new Ion 4?
New brake: The Nova design team transferred the idea of the Smart Cells to
the brakes, now termed ‘Smart Brakes’. The geometry of this ‘smart’ brake means
that the brake lines run in line with the direction of force. A refined canopy shape
and tapered wing tips underpin the design optimisation. The result is a brake
configuration that pulls down the trailing edge symmetrically and with little effort.
New lines: Ion 4 is equipped with everything that helps make wings safer and
perform better. As well as Smart Cells and Air Scoop, Nova uses a new line material
(PPSL-191). In comparison to conventional PPSL-160 lines, these new lines are
equally strong, but reduce drag by approximately 12% and are very easy to sort.
New internal construction: The cross ports in the internal ribs are cut
depending on the force that will be exerted on them. There isn’t a single gram of
unnecessary weight, yet it is very durable. Ion 4 weighs between 3.95kg (XXS,
all-up weight range 55 to 80kg) and 5.3kg (L, all-up weight range 100 to 130kg).
Ion 4 is suitable for an extremely wide range of pilots. It offers a very high
degree of passive safety. With its impressive performance it is suitable for crosscountry pilots – from the talented newcomer to the experienced pilot who wants
to fly big distances in a relaxed way, and in the mid-range recreational pilots and
hobby fliers are accommodated.
All sizes are already certified (EN and LTF). Demo gliders will be available from
Nova dealers from March 2016. More information is available at [www.nova.eu].
Till Gottbrath, Nova

March | April 2016
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Accident & Incident Reports

PG Accident – NSW

Date: 14-12-2015 16:30
Description:
Strong thermic cycles in the middle of the day began to
back off after 15:00. Witness and PIC launched at 16:15,
but air was rough, with switching wind directions.
Witness decided to land and landed safely at the
site’s LZ at about 16:25. PIC decided to land as well,
and set up into E wind direction, the same as witness.
When he was at 4m AGL, a thermal cycle switched
wind to tail direction and PIC attempted to turn cross
into wind direction. PIC descended more vertically than
horizontally into the ground feet first, rolling over onto
his side and harness hard. PIC was then dragged a metre
before witness was able to disable and disconnect wing.

PG Accident – NSW

Date: 12-12-2015 10:30
Description:
The pilot was flying in a northerly direction, very low
above trees below launch. On approaching the cliff
edge, the pilot appeared to suffer rotor effects from
trees and/or cliff shape. The aircraft appeared to be
in deep sink and instead of flying away from the hill,
the pilot proceeded to collide with a small tree (less
than 3m high).
Photo: Courtesy Nova

2015
These are preliminary accident and incident
reports and may change after follow up.

December
PG Accident – NSW

Date: 4-12-2015 16:40
Description:
Pilot had two aborted launch attempts.
First, the glider came up well but overflew
PIC, due to not running or not braking the
glider. On the second occasion the wing
tip had floated down and snagged on a
tree, 4m high beside launch. A second witness helped
retrieve the wing tip and lay out the glider.
On the third attempt, PIC launched with a slow run
and flew straight (ENE) 20m then veered 15º left (NE)
and flew a further 50m before turning right to fly SW
towards the hill until she was 10m out from the hill
and 10m below launch height 50m south of launch.
The glide appeared buoyant while in the lift band.
PIC then made several turns above the rock shelf
preparing to land. At 10m altitude PIC was flying in
a SW direction above the centre of the rock shelf. On
approaching the southern edge of the flat landing
area with 5m height, PIC began a gentle right turn. The
speed of flight appeared normal without noticeable
downwind component. PIC’s left hand was positioned
above shoulder and right hand below shoulder as the
glider went out of view before landing. PIC landed in
the turn flying in a westerly direction. Trees obscured
1st witness’ view of the touch down.
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PG Incident – VIC

Date: 5-12-2015 14:30
Description:
I was heading east just below ridge height with the
ridge on my left. I steered left to follow the ridge
into a bowl at the end of the main beat. I was looking
straight ahead with no distractions from anything
else. A hang glider became visible only 30m in front of
me and swerved to their left. I also swerved to my left
to avoid them.

The thin profile of a HG is difficult to see approaching
head on as it is, but a green leading edge camouflaged
it even more against the coastal vegetation

PG Accident – NSW

Date: 24-12-2015 16:40
Description:
Pilot launched and turned left as usual for conditions.

Lift was less than expected and the aircraft failed
to gain much height. Pilot had seen others gaining
good height just previously, so decided to try another
pass rather than head for the beach as per accepted
procedure. The aircraft lost further height during
this pass and pilot decided a run to the beach from
this height would end in the surf zone, so elected to
attempt a landing on the rock shelf below.

2016
HG Incident – NSW

Date: 2-1-2016 13:00
Description:
Pilot commenced take off roll for aerotow launch,
exited dolly, left wing dropped and impacted ground.
First aid for abrasions. No hospital treatment required.

PG Incident – NSW

Date: 24-01-2016 13:30
Description:
The student was on the ninth day of his course,
had executed approximately 30 launches at three
sites prior to the incident and had generally been
progressing well. The student was undertaking the
flight plan set down which required a solo launch and
glide, height loss manoeuvres along the lower cliffs
towards the LZ and final set up with figure 8s or

S-turns on the windward side of the carpark before
final onto the beach LZ.
After completing three short passes of the small
ridge in front of the corner carpark, the student
turned left towards the ocean and was expected to
make a final turn right towards the LZ to perform
a final and land. Instead, the student continued to
turn left towards the ridge, undertaking a low 360
that resulted in a hard landing on the slope above
the lagoon.
There was no injury to persons or damage to
equipment, however, it could have resulted in a more
serious accident. The student had been instructed on
the theory and practice of turning away from the ridge
when soaring, had watched a video demonstrating
the dangers of turning towards the ridge when
soaring and had successfully demonstrated the
knowledge and skill on many occasions. The student
had been instructed on the theory and practice of
360s and the requirement to maintain vertical and
horizontal separation from a ridge, had watched
a video demonstrating the dangers and potential
resulting pilot injury. The student had successfully
completed two 360s on previous flights at Stanwell
after being instructed to create the required vertical
and horizontal separation including looking over
their shoulder to observe the significant separation
required. The student’s actions were therefore
surprising and occurred rapidly without opportunity
for correction.			

HG Accident – SA & NT

Date: 12-12-2015 13:40
Description:
There was not enough commitment evident during the
launch sequence, resulting in the glider nosing in just
after launch.

Human Factors
Air (the environment) -Man (I’m safe) -Ship (the aircraft)
Illness?

I’M SAFE

Do I have an illness or any symptoms of an illness or disorder?

Medication and other drugs?
Have I been taking or mixing prescription, over-the-counter or recreational drugs?
Stress?
Am I under psychological pressure from my job or personal circumstances?
Am I worried about financial matters, health problems or family matters?
Alcohol?
Have I been consuming alcohol within the previous eight hours?
Is my blood alcohol level less than 0.02?
Would my average alcohol consumption be greater than ‘very low risk’?
Fatigue?
Am I tired or inadequately rested?

Eating and Drinking?
Am I adequately nourished and hydrated?
March | April 2016
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All clubs please check details in this section carefully

Could all clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details
of their Executive Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific
attention is directed to the listing of SSOs and SOs for the clubs.

All clubs and nominated Senior SOs and SOs

All correspondence, including
changes of address, membership renewals, short term
memberships, rating forms
and other administrative
matters should be sent to:

HGFA National Office
4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor East VIC
3033, & 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.au].

HGFA Operations Manager
Brett Coupland & 0417 644633 <manager.

operations@hgfa.asn.au>.

HGFA Administrative Manager
Melinda Goullet & 03 9336 7155 <office@hgfa.

asn.au> <melinda.goullet@hgfa.asn.au>.

➲ F or information about site ratings, sites
and other local matters, contact the appro
priate State associations, region or club.

HGFA Committee
of Management
Pres: Sun Nickerson <president@hgfa.
asn.au> <sun.nickerson@hgfa.asn.au>
& 0466 399850.
V-Pres: Rob Woodward <vicepresident@hgfa.asn.
au> <rob.woodward@hgfa.asn.au> & 0400
759105.
Sec: Mark Rossi <secretary@hgfa.asn.au>
<mark.rossi@hgfa.asn.au>.
Trs: Matthew Smith <treasurer@hgfa.asn.au>
<matt.smith@hgfa.asn.au>.
Committee Members:
Brian Webb <brian.webb@hgfa.asn.au>
& 0417 530972.
Chris Noye <chris.noye@hgfa.asn.au>
Rick Williams <rick.williams@hgfa.asn.au>
Phillip de la Hunty <phillip.de.la.hunty@hgfa.
asn.au>
Iain Clarke <iain.clarke@hgfa.asn.au> & 0419
892992.
Mark Pike <mark.pike@hgfa.asn.au>.
Committee: <committee@hgfa.asn.au>.
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States

HGFA

Please confirm all SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office
<office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that those holding these appointments
have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive notices and
correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required
to be endorsed by clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if
confirmation is not received, those listed in the database where no current forms or
confirmation is held, the appointment will be taken as having expired.

Regions
ACT HG & PG Association

[www.acthpa.org]. Pres: Terri Jewell
<tjewell69@gmail.com> 0411
236715; V-Pres: Geoff Robertson;
Trs: Aimee Nizette <treasurer.
acthpa@gmail.com>; Sec: Kristina
Smith <kdsmith71@gmail.com>
0407 905554; Public Officer: Matthew Smith;
Committee: Andrew Luton, Dave Hanna.
Meetings: 1st Tue/month 7:30pm, except
January, Canberra Labor Club, Weston Creek.

Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.

PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936 <hgawa@
hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South 0417 930142
<ronwaysouth@yahoo.com.au>; V-Pres:
Tom Marwick; Sec: Richard Breyley 0417
986896 <richardbreyley@iinet.net.au>; Trs:
Sam Clark; Club Reps: Simon Shuttleworth
(Albany), Richard Breyley (Dust Devils), Mike
Duffy (Western Soarers), Rick Williams (Hill
Flyers), Aron Crowhurst (Non Club Rep).

NSW Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association

PO Box 1238, Baulkham Hills NSW 1755
<executive@nswhpa.org>. Pres: Ralf Gittfried <president@nswhpa.org>, 0466 566
288; V-Pres: John Harriott<Vice-President@
nswhpa.org>, 0412 442705; Sec: Michael
Stott <Secretary@nswhpa.org>, 0418 652
774; Trs: John Brassil <treasurer@nswhpa.
org>, 0419 285802; PO/Assist. Trs: Nir
Eshed 0423 422494; Committee: Phillip de la
Hunty (NSW HGFA Rep), Fred Crous, Nils Vesk,
Matthew Te Hira.

North Queensland State Association

PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881. Pres: Daniel
Keech 0427 888893 <dkeech1@hotmail.
com>; Sec/Trs: Tracey Hayes, PO Box 608,
Kuranda QLD 4881, 0418 963796 <info@
azurephotography.com>; PG Rep: Brett Collier
0431 151150.

Queensland Hang Gliding Association

PO Box 61, Canungra QLD 4275. Pres: Kenneth
Hill 0418 188655 <ken@hanggliding
queensland.com>, Sec/Trs: Rod Stead 0428
132215 <roderick.stead@rpsgroup.com.au>.

PO Box 6260, Hallifax St, Adelaide SA 5000
<sahga.exec@gmail.com>. Pres: Peter Bolton
0401 368736; V-Pres: Stuart McClure 0428
100796; Sec/Trs: Robert Woodward 0408
808436 (SA/NT State Rep); SSO (HG): Martin
Sielaff 0408 834621, Helen 0427 656545;
SSOs (PG): Adam Stott, Peter Allen; PG Rep:
Mark Elston 0428 480820; SSO (PPG): Adrian
Palfrey 0408 341181, M’ship: Dave Wilson,
Sthn sites: Geoff Fisher; Nthn sites: Peter
Bolton; ML: Garry Fimeri (SDFC) 0428 111249,
Committee: Paul Kelley.

Tasmanian HG & PG Association

PO Box 268, Lindisfarne TAS 7015, [THPA.
org.au]. Pres: Ramon Brasnja 0419 652693
<beatclepto@hotmail.com>; V-Pres: Keith
Wales 0407 516845 <giligan42@hotmail.
co.uk>; Sec/Trs: Rob Steane 0418 146137
<robsteane@netspace.net.au>.

Victorian HG & PG Association

PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa.
org.au]. Pres: Rob Van Der Klooster 0408 335
559 <president@vhpa.org.net>; Sec: Steve
Norman 0407 250571 <secretary@vhpa.
org.net>; Trs: Peter Kemeny 0409 028165
<treasurer@vhpa.org.net>; SO: Matthew
Hall 0418 517407 <safetyofficer@vhpa.
org.net>; Site Dev: Adam Young 0422 383
214 <adam@fibreopt.com.au>; Web: Jan
Bennewitz 0423 139923 <jan.bennewitz@
gmail.com>; Committee: Romann Kudinoff
0414 971533 <romann@kudinoff.com.au>,
Michael Armstrong, Alister Johnson.

Clubs

Contacts

South Australian HG Association Inc

New South Wales
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.

190 Wyndham St, Alexandria, NSW
2015 [bmhgc.blogspot.com]. Pres:
Julian Andersen 0414 865894
<julian_andersen@hotmail.com>;
Sec: Alex Drew 0423 696677
<revant)1@yahoo>; Trs: Stephen
Moon; SSOs: Allan Bush (HG) 0407 814524
<bethandallen@bigpond.com>, Che Golus
(PG) 0429 432031 <chegolus@gmail.com>.
Meetings: Contact President.

Central Coast Sky Surfers

PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261,
[www.centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres:
Rod Burke 0401 923923 <president@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>; V-Pres/Sec:
Javier Alvarez 0418 116681 <vicepresident@
centralcoastskysurfers.com> <secretary@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>; Trs: Phillip
Wheen <treasurer@centralcoastskysurfers.
com>, SSOs: Javier Alvarez 0418 116681
<mediacentralcoastskysurfers.com>, John
Harriott 0412 442705<nationalparksliaison
centralcoastskysurfers.com>. Meetings: 1st
Thu/month, 7:30pm, Erina Leagues Club, Ilya
Ave, Erina.

East Oz Microlight Club Inc.

PO Box 27, Morpeth NSW 2321. Pres: Raymond
Sparkes 0433 917011; V-Pres: Andrew Swan
0421 204695; Sec: Jeanette Sparkes 0404
487802; Trs: Wayne Perry 0427 383803.

Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres: Frank
Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1@bigpond.
com>; Sec: John Parsons; SSO: Tim Causer 0418
433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club

[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: Michael
Porter 0415 920444 <porter.michael60@
gmail.com>; V-Pres/SSO: James Ryrie 0417 491
150 <James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Elston
0428 480820 <elston.mark@gmail.com>.

Lake Macquarie Flyers Club Inc.

Pres: Stephen Robertson 0457 123102;
V-Pres: Krizzo Becker 0420 479008; Sec/Trs:
Paul Cox 0421 072897.

Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.

PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.org.
au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness 02 6785
6545 <godfrey@flymanilla.com>, V-Pres/Sec/
Trs: Bob Smith 0428 317735 <bobskisan@gm
ail.com>, SSOs: Mark Russell 0434 895185 (HG).

Mid North Coast Flyers Inc

470 Ocean Drive, Laurieton NSW 2443 [www.
midnorthcoastflyers.com.au] <mncflyers@
hotmail.com>. Pres: Daniel Rose 0411 897255;
V-Pres: Murray Dawes 0487 177928, Sec:
Phil Searle 0418 448645. Site info: SSO David
Wainwright 0429 844961 or SSO Chris Rogers
0407 918099.

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 991, Newcastle NSW 2300 [www.
nhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Ward Gunn 0414 356588
<president@nhgc.asn.au>; V-Pres: Adriaan
Mulder 0420 359863 <vicepresident@nhgc.
asn.au>; Sec: John Spencer 0432 112175
<secretary@nhgc.asn.au>; Trs: Nicola
Bowskill 0406 639298 <treasurer@nhgc.
asn.au>; SO (inland/coastal): Tony Barton
0412 607815; Newsletter: <editor@nhgc.
asn.au>. Meetings: Last Wed/month 7:30pm
South Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn St, Merewether.

Newcastle Paragliding Club

Pres: Neil Bright 0412 689067 <tojofly@
iprimus.com.au>; V-Pres: Andrew Dempsey
0438 949373; Sec: Andrew Burchell 0403
772563 <andrewburchell1@gmail.com>; Trs:
Michael Johnson 0409 244049; SSO: Bob Lane
0490 349441 <bob.lane55@hotmail.com>.
Meetings: Last Tue/month, 7:30pm, Hexham
Bowling Club.

Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc

Unit 8, 8 Parriwi Road, Mosman NSW 2088.
Pres: Ray Firth 0425 314735 <rayfirth@gmail.
com>; V-Pres: Michael Lamb 0422 611318
<lamykiwi@optusnet.com.au>; Sec: Gregory
Evans 0422 688491 <evans100@optusnet.
com.au>; Trs: Alan Taylor 0434 882834
<alan@2t4l.com>; SSO: Doug Sole 0412
728959 <dougsole@optusnet.com.au>.

Northern Rivers HG & PG Club

PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrghpgc.net], <nrhgpgc@gmail.com>. Pres:
Jan Devos 0438 645135 <janpauldevos@
googlemail.com>; V-Pres: Brian Rushton 0427
615950 <byronair@optusnet.com.au>; Sec:
Gavin Hartel <nrhgpgc@gmail.com>; Trs:
James McEwan 0437 368999 <nrhgpgc@
gmail.com>; Sites: Col Rushton 0458 120010
<colinrushton@upnet.com.au>; Council
Liaison: Neil Mersham 0408 441742 <neil_
mersham@hotmail.com>; SSO (PG): Lindsay
Wooten 0427 210993 <lindsaywootten@
bigpond.com>; SSO (HG): Andrew Polidano
0428 666843 <andrew@poliglide.com>;
PR: Jan Smith 0438 876926 <jansmith.
cloudnine@gmail.com>. Meetings: Byron Bay
RSL Club, 7pm, 2nd Fri/month.
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NSW Sky Hawks

Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@
ppgaustralia.com>; V-Pres: Tony Dennis 0418
574068 <fly@trikefan.com>; Sec: William
Olive 0412 423133 <William.Olive@hne
health.nsw.gov.au>; Trs: John Jablonskis
0407 935785 <johnjj27@hotmail.com>.

The Pico Club Inc. (Paramotor Club)

[www.thepico.com.au]. Pres: Andrew Shipley
<andrewshipley@netspace.net.au> 0407
511451; V-Pres: Brendan Tacey <thetaceys@
gmail.com> 0411 838045; Sec: Jos Weemaes
<jweemaes@yahoo.com> 0488 693788;
Trs: Andrew MacCarthy <natmarks@tpg.net.
au> 0438 062596; Committee: Dave Tymms
<dtymms@hotmail.com> 0409 405290,
Casey Butler <southservicesptyltd@gmail.
com> 0437 026079.

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508, [www.
flystanwell.com]; Pres: Yianie Tiliacos
0422 776060 <yts@exemail.com.au>;
V-Pres: Martin Wysocki 0409 959691
<hollywood@hollywoodparagliding.com>;
Sec: Dave Bateman 0414 845587 <dave@
davebatemanphoto.com>; Trs: John Scicluna
0404 070702 <jps_64@yahoo.com>;
SSO: Mark Mitsos 0408 864083 <SSO@
flystanwell.com>.

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

[www.sydneyhangglidingclub.org.au]
<shgc@live.com.au>. Pres/SO: Ken Stothard
<kstothar@optusnet.com.au>; V-Pres: Vicky
Cain <Vicky@moyes.com.au>; Sec: Peter
Garrone <garrone.peter@gmail.com>; Trs:
John Selby <jselby@pivot.net.au>; SO: Doug
Sole <dougsole@optusnet.com.au>; SSO:
Martin Wielecki <lastradaphoto@hotmail.
com>. Meetings: Juniors @ the Junction, Anzac
Pde, Maroubra, 8pm 3rd Wed/month.

Sydney Paragliding & Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103 [www.
flysydney.org]. Pres: Kirsten Seeto 0450
887857 <kirsten.flys@gmail.com>; V-Pres:
Martin Joyce 0411 407974 <cemjoy@gmail.
com>; Sec: Nicholas Loveday 0434 057727
<nicholas.loveday@me.com>; Trs: Sundra
John <sundrajohn@gmail.com>; Committee:
Sarah Pitchford, James Mills, Greg Hurst, David
Holmes; SSO-PG: David Holmes 0408 366505
<ny_studios@hotmail.com>; SSO-PPG: Brett
Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@ppgaustralia.
com>; SSO-HG: Rohan Taylor 0425 268080
<rohantaylor@yahoo.com>. Meeting: Harbord
Bowling Club, Bennett St, Freshwater, 7pm, 1st
Tue/month (except January).

Queensland

Caboolture Microlight Club

50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563 <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254
<crezzi@lineone.net>; SO: Graham Roberts
07 32676662 <trike@tpg.com.au>.

Cairns Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 661 Smithfield QLD 4878 <flying@
cairnshangglidingclub.org>, [www.cairnshang
glidingclub.org]. Pres: Vanessa Spark
<maxidog6@bigpond.com>; Sec: Tracey Hayes
<info@azurephotography.com.au>; Trs: Daniel
Keech <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Committee:
Ted Powell, Brod Osborne, Joe Reyes.
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Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc.
asn.au]. Pres/SO: Walt Nielsen 0439 072013
<president@chgc.asn.au>; V-Pres/SSO HG:
Ken Hill 0418 188655 <vicepresident@
chgc.asn.au>; Sec/ Grants Officer: Gregory
Moczynski 0438 253685 <secretary@chgc.
asn.au>; Trs: Steve Monson 0407 597096
<treasurer@chgc.asn.au>; Grants Officer:
Matt Cage 0410 589800; SSO PG: Phil Hystek
0418 155317, 07 55434000 (h), Brandon
O’Donnell 0416 089889.

Capricornia Paraflyers Inc

C/O Shayne Towers-Hammond, 3 Waterline
Way, Rosslyn QLD 4703. Pres/SSO:
Shayne Towers-Hammond 0434 544148
<shayne.16@hotmail.com>; Sec: Bill
Gonch; Trs: Fraser Strain; SOs: Fraser
Strain, Kent Gosden; CFI: Jean-Luc Lejaille
<rainbow_flyer@hotmail.com> 0418 754157.

Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.

’The Lagoons’ Comet River Rd, Comet QLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec: James
Lowe 0418 963315 <j.lowe@cqu.edu.au>;
Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699 <jaw12@
bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wall 0427 177
237 <jonathon.a.wall@team.telstra.com>;
SSO: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187, 07 49387607.
Towing Biloela: Paul Barry 07 49922865
<prbarry@tpg.com.au>.

Dalby Hang Gliding Club

13 Cottman St, Buderim QLD 4556. Pres: Bruce
Crerar <annie.bruce@bigpond.com>; Sec/Trs:
Annie Crerar 0418 711821 <annie.bruce@
bigpond.com>; SSO: Bruce Crerar.

Duaringa Flying Club Inc.

PO Box 76, Duaringa QLD 4712. Pres: Paul
Barry 0499 22865 <prbarry@tpg.com.
au>; Sec/Trs: Tim Osborn 0499 310902
<Timothy.J.Osborn@bigpond.com.au>

Fly Killarney Inc.

[http://fly-killarney.com.au/]. Pres: Scott
Farrell 0439 754303 <scott308@rocketmail.
com>; V-Pres: Dave Gibbs; Trs/Sec: Paul
McCullough <plrmcc@yahoo.com.au>.

Paradise Flyers Inc.

Pres: Ben Darke 0418 753220 <ben@water
bed.com.au>; Sec: Brett Paull 0435 203153
<101airbourne@gmail.com>; Trs: Grant Cassar
07 33327535 <grantcassar@iinet.net.au>.

Sunshine Coast Sports Aviators Inc.

PO Box 2399, Noosa Heads, QLD 4561
[www.sunshinecoastsportsaviators.com.au].
Pres: Paul Green <president@sunshine
coastsportsaviators.com.au> 0412 376719;
V-Pres/SSO (HG) David Cookman 0427 498
573; Sec: Karen Cookman 0407 498573; Trs:
Allan Hutchinson 0422 357833; SSOs (PG):
Jean-Luc Lejaille 0418 754157, Shane Gingell
0417 619167, Jonny Allen 0438 107518.

Wicked Wings Toowoomba HG & PG Club

[www.wickedwings.com.au]. Pres: Joe
Colfs 0422 587636 <joe_colfs@hotmail.
com>; V-Pres: Brendan McKenzie, 0401
769712 <brendan86@live.com.au>; Trs:
Peter Harding 0427 119314 <peter60@live.
com.au>; Sec: Sonya Fardell 0415 156256.
<soyafardell@yahoo.com.au>.

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club

Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax:
07 49555122 <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.

Northern Territory

Alice Springs Paramotoring & Paragliding Club

PO Box 4402, Alice Springs NT 0870. Pres:
Richard Binstead 0422 956967 <rbinstead@
gmail.com> Sec: Alan Bartlett 0407 105 899.

Victoria

Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club

<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Peter
Hannah; SSO: Rob van der Klooster 0408
335559, Jan Bennewitz 0423 139923.
Meetings: 1st Fri/month, venue see [www.
dynasoarers.vhpa.org.au].

Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.

c/o Johannes Straub, 3/421 Melbourne Rd,
Newport VIC 3015 [www.mhgc.asn.au]. Pres:
Dave Moore 0432 152101 <dave.moore04@
googlemail.com>; Sec: Johannes Straub; Trs:
Noel Bear 0425 801813 <Treasurer@mhgc.
asn.au>; SSO: Glenn Bachelor; Committee:
Pete Cass, Neale Halsall & Glenn Bachelor.
Meetings: 3rd Wed/month, Tower Hotel, 686
Burwood Rd, Hawthorn East VIC 3123.

North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 317, Bright VIC 3741. Pres: Wally
Arcidiacono <wally_arcidiacono@hotmail.
com>; Sec: Barb Scott <scott.bj@gmail.com>;
Trs: John Chapman <chappo252@gmail.com>;
SSO: Karl Texler <brightvt@netc.net.au>;
Committee: Bill Brooks <piratebill.brooks@
gmail.com>, Clara Knoche <clara.knoche@
web.de>, Brendan Fraser <brendan@zoho.
com>. Meetings: [nevhgc-members-forum@
googlegroups.com].

Skyhigh Paragliding Club

[www.skyhighparagliding.org].
Pres:
Peter Sapiej <pres@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; V-Pres: David Laird <vp@skyhigh
paragliding.org.au>; Trs: Beny Aycardo <tres
@skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Sec: Garrath
Evans <sec@skyhighparagliding.org.au>;
M’ship: Ab Husseini <mem@skyhighpara
gliding.org.au>; Nov Rep: Allesandro Spina
<nov@skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Web:
Romman Kudinoff <wm@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; Merch: Javier Rebage <merchrep@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; SSO: Matthew
Hall 0418 517407. Meetings: 1st Wed/month
7:30pm Retreat Hotel, 226 Nicholson St,
Abbotsford. No meeting in Nov or Jan.

Southern Microlight Club Inc.

[www.southernmicrolightclub.com.au]
Pres: Tony Batson <president@southernmicro
lightclub.com.au>; Sec: Steve Bell <secretary
@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>; Trs:
George Vassis <treasurer@southernmicrolight
club.com.au>; Newsletter: Trevor Lane <trevor
@teknological.com.au>; Web: Steve Bell
<webmaster@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>.

Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club

PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc.
org]. Pres: Dean Bayley 0408 548651; V-Pres:
Greg Beglehole 0408 335559 <greg@heating
andcooling.com.au>; Sec: Phillip Campbell; Trs:
Richard Carstairs 0409 066860 <rcarstairs@
optushome.com.au>; SSO: Rohan Holtkamp
0408 678734 <rohan@dynamicflight.com.
au>; Site Committee Chairperson: Steve
Norman; Committee: James Wynd, Will
Faulkner. Meetings: Last Sat/month, The
Golden Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.

Western Australia

Albany Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556;
Sec: John Middleweek 08 98412096, fax:
08 98412096.

Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.

Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA
6051. Pres/SSO: Rod Merigan 0439 967971
<rmerigan@paraglidewesternaustralia.com.
au>; V-Pres/SO: Gabriel Bressan <gabebres@
yahoo.com.au>; Sec/Trs: Colin Brown
0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond.com>.
Meetings: Last Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne
Park Bowling Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.

Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.

[www.dustdevils.itaustralia.org]. Pres/SSO
Kalgoorlie: Murray Wood <muzel71@bigpond.
net.au>, 0427 328638; Trs: Phil Clarkson <phil.
clarkson@hotmail.com.au>, 0405 144475;
Sec: Duncan Dekoning <chickendekoning@
hotmail.com>. SSO Perth: Mark Stokoe
<wrx2002@iinet.net.au>, 0414 932461.

Hill Flyers Club Inc.

<hillflyersclub@gmail.com>. Pres/SSO: Rick
Williams 0427 057961; Sec/SSO: Gary
Bennett 0412 124264; Trs/SSO: David Longman 08 93859469; SSO: Gavin Nicholls 0417
690386, Mike Ipkendanz 0428 471806.
Meetings held on site during club fly-ins at York.

WA Sky Pirates (PPG)

Pres: Mark Wild <mwild@gastech.com.au>
0411 423923; Trs: Mark Hayton <mark.
hayton@riotinto.com> 0439 513465;
Sec: Kevin Hatten <kevinhatten@bigpond.
com> 0419 845509; SSOs: Mark Wild 0411
423923, Gordon McCabe 0407 776462.

Western Soarers

PO Box 483, Mt Hawthorn WA 6915; [www.
westernsoarers.com]. Pres: Michael Duffy
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; V-Pres: Jason
Kath <jkath@bigpond.net.au>; Sec: Cyril
Eliopulos <wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; Trs:
Greg Lowry <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>; SSOs:
Shaun Wallace, Gavin Nicholls, Matty Coull,
Rick Williams, Michael Duffy. Meetings:
See [http://au.groups.yahoo.com/group/
western_soarers/].

Victorian Air Hogs

[http://groupspaces.com/AirHogs], Forum:
[http://skypirates.freeforums.org/]. Club
for WSM, PPG & PHG pilots. Contact: Bohdan
Philippa <bohdan392@gmail.com>.
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Schools & Maintenance

New South Wales

New South Wales

Victoria

Queensland

Queensland

Poliglide Paragliding
Specialising in
Motorised Paragliding since 2001
➲ SIV, towing, confidence building specialist.
➲ HG to PG conversions.
➲	Sales and service of paragliding and motorised
paragliding equipment.
➲	Sport and Exercise Science trained.

Importer of Swing
gliders since 1999

Rainbow Paragliding • APCO Australia
Offering the full range of APCO equipment
APCO Aviation three years/250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and 100% satisfaction
guarantee. Test centre for APCO gliders

FreshBreeze motors Crispi Boots
since 2001
since 2001

www.poliglide.com.au

0428 666 843
PARAGLIDING CENTRE

Andrew Polidano CFI

We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely renowned as
Australia’s best flying region. Bright has been host to
numerous Australian & international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the best,
our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian Paragliding
Champion) has been involved in paragliding since 1990 &
instructing for over 10 years.

Western Australia
Australia Wide Services
Certified Paraglider
Repairer Testing & Repairs

➲
➲
➲
➲
➲
➲

Professional Paragliding

➲ Comprehensive testing and repairs to
all paragliders
➲ Fully equipped service
and repair agents
for: Advance, Aerodyne,
Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin, Gradient, Mac Para, Niviuk,
Nova, Ozone, Paratech, Sky, Skywalk, Swing, UP
➲ Full written report
➲ Harness repair and modifications
➲ Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
➲ Parachute repacking
➲ Orders taken from anywhere in Australia,
New Zealand and Asia
➲ Prompt turnaround

Tandem Introductory Flights
Paragliding Courses and Certifications
Pilot Development Clinics
Free Introduction course
Tandem Endorsements
Sales and Service

Dealer for Swing Icom Bräuniger Icaro
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd
Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412 271 404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au>
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]

Courses

➲
➲
➲
➲
➲
➲

Introductory & HGFA licence course
Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
SIV courses
Tow courses
XC tandem flights
Equipment Sales

We are now conducting SIV courses.

➲ E stablished since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based
on the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school
has access to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate
in the Cooloola National Park including Teewah and
world famous Rainbow Beach. In the Sunshine State,
we fly all year round, 60km cross-country flights
have been achieved in winter!
➲ FULL LICENCE COURSE – Strictly only four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your
own pace, between eight to 10 days.
➲ REFRESHER COURSE – Groundhandling, top landing or
asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with the
experts.
➲ INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT – We have the sites, the weather and
the knowledge.
➲ SALES AND SERVICES – New and second-hand, tradein, maintenance and repairs.
➲ YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Australia), over 5000 student days’ experience,
instructing since 1995.

See website for details.
Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding – APCO Australia

Active Flight
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854 455
[www.activeflight.com.au]

Ph: 07 5486 3048 – 0418 754 157
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>
[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]

93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330

Mob: 0417 776550
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com>
[www.waparagliding.com]

For supply of all your flying needs and accessories
check out our website:

[www.SEQParagliding.com] or
Email <fly@SEQParagliding.com>
Ph: 0417 619 167

Canungra Sky Sports
Gold Coast

[www.canungraskysports.com.au]
Hang gliding & Paragliding School
CFI: Lisa Bradley PG & HG

Contact:

<info@canungraskysports.com.au>
Phone: 0457 287 200

+

PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581

Capricorn Sky Sports
Rockhampton
Hang gliding & Paragliding School
CFI: Lisa Bradley PG & HG

Contact:
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Paragliding Repair Centre

We offer a number of services:
➲➲ Tandem paragliding experiences
➲➲ 3 day intro to paragliding course
➲➲ Full learn to paraglide course
➲➲ Paragliding refresher course
➲➲ Tow endorsement course
➲➲ Learn to thermal course
➲➲ SIV skills development course
➲➲ Acro training sessions
We only use and sell top quality
high performance equipment.

<shop@paraglidingrainbow.com>

Reseller of Flytec & Icom

Located only one hour north of Brisbane, SEQ Paragliding
is the most active paragliding school in QLD, spending
more days on site teaching than anyone else. Utilising
both hill and tow launching, with sites both inland and
coastal, gives us the widest range of usable weather
and our student a very well rounded set of flying skills.

CASA – Close Call
Cloudbase – Destination Bali
HangGlide Oz – Fly USA
HGFA Document Map System
HGFA Visiting Pilots Membership
Manilla Paragliding – Ascent
Manilla Paragliding – Axess 3
Manilla Paragliding – Flying Accessories

35
IFC
5
31
40
27
31
33

Manilla Paragliding – Iota
Manilla Paragliding – Lightness 2
Moyes Gliders – Gecko
Natalie’s Travel Insurance
Ozone – Buzz Z5
Paragliding Headquarters – Gradient
Paragliding Repair Centre

11
15
BC
25
7
IBC
29

<lisa@extremeair.co.nz>
Phone: 0457 287 200

Photo: Dave Bateman
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Classifieds

Classifieds are free of charge to private HGFA members up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified per person per issue

will be accepted. Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office for membership verification/payment by email <office@
hgfa.asn.au>, fax: 03 93367177 or post: 4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor East VIC 3033. The deadline is the 1st of the month,
one month prior to publication date. Submitted classifieds will run for one issue. For consecutive publication, re-submission
must be made, no advance bookings. When submitting a classified, remember to include your contact details (for prospective
buyers), your HGFA membership number (for verification). (Note: The above does not apply to commercial operators. Instructors/
Schools/Businesses may place multiple classified entries, but will be charged at commercial advertising rates. Commercial Calendar
events are included under this ruling.)

Advertising Guidelines

All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required for the specific aircraft being
reflective of the pilot’s actual rating and experience. All members must adhere to the maintenance requirements as
contained in Section 9 of the Operations Manual and as provided by manufacturers. Secondhand equipment should
always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible. Advice should be sought as to the
condition, airworthiness and suitability of the aircraft. It should include examination of maintenance logs for the
aircraft. It is unethical and a legally volatile situation for individuals to provide aircraft which are unsuitable for the
skill level of the pilot, or aircraft that are unairworthy in any way.

Hang Gliders & Equipment
Moyes X2 Tandem HG in excellent condition. Blue & white, low
hours, $3500 negotiable. Located in Apollo Bay, VIC. Contact:
Fiona & 0419 378616 or <fiona.waddington@gmail.com>.

Paragliders & Equipment
Paramotor Radne Skymec, electric start, only 4 hrs on it, carbon
prop, Apco Air Support harness, carbon muffler, tacho/temp/g
& hr metres, tuned cylinder head, silver colour, prop covers, as
new cond., no accidents, selling due to knee injury – $4400.
Contact: Robert & 0468 807337.

General Classifieds
Concertina Bag

PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3
concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA
SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, [www.parasupply.com].

Press To Talk System

PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/
PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA
SUPPLY/PTT sys, [www.parasupply.com].

Microlight – STOLEN

Visiting Pilot Pre-paid (Blue)
Membership – Policy Change
The HGFA Committee of Management passed
a motion at its 4/2/2014 meeting that effects
a change in policy regarding ‘Prepaid
Visiting Pilot Membership’ applications.

Revo trike, registered with the HGFA, green & black, stolen
from owner’s property at Narembeen. Please notify police
if you have any information and beware of offers for sale of
the above aircraft. Contact: Jon Newell for more information
<newelljon@msn.com>

General Classifieds
Kangook.com

The latest range of Kangook paramotors, Dudek Reflex
paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares & your reserve
parachute equipment all on our website for your inspection
with prices. Contact: Ron & 0403 975041.

The HG & PG Handbook
for Australian Pilots

Table Cape, Tasmania
Photo: Gary Stockton
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A primer for Restricted, Intermediate & Advanced HG and PG
theory exams. Now in an expanded
2nd edition. Up to date with the
2015 HGFA Ops Manual.
[www.tiliquabooks.com.au]

Motion Passed: That the HGFA remove
Pre-Paid Visiting Membership Applications
– commencing immediately.
Visiting Pilot Membership Applications
are available as follows:
1. VPM Online Member Services available:
	Go to [www.hgfa.asn.au] and select
or
2.	Hard Copy > Forms are available from
[hgfa.asn.au] website under ‘Forms’ and
complete the following:
•	MEM-02 HGFA Visiting Pilot Membership
Application
•	MEM-07 HGFA Release Assumption of Risk
& Warning – Oct 2012
• Include a scanned copy of current credentials
HGFA Office Manager
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